
Captivating Cinema Experience: 'Adipurush’ Screening for Students

Movies are powerful tools that can transport us to different worlds, evoke strong emotions, teach
great moral values, encapsulated in the name’ Entertainment’.

On 17 June 2023 , Saturday, an enthralling movie screening event was organized by D. A. V.
Public School, Thane for
the students of Std V to XII. The movie, 'Adipurush' ,featuring the highly anticipated epic - "The
Ramayana", aimed to provide a unique cinematic experience to young minds and foster their
love for storytelling and Indian mythology. With the objective of blending entertainment with
education, the screening of the movie offered an excellent opportunity for students to delve into
the world of ancient legends and engage in a collective cultural experience.This epic saga that
revolves around the mythological characters of Lord Rama and Raavan, exploring their
contrasting personas and the battle between good and evil through visual effects was so
enthralling for the students.

The movie screening took place at ‘Cinepolis’, in Viviana Mall , a spacious and well-equipped
theater. The organizers left no stone unturned to ensure a seamless experience for the students
and teachers. The seating arrangements were meticulously planned to accommodate all the
students comfortably, ensuring an optimal viewing experience for each participant.
The film's narrative is a contemporary interpretation of this age-old myth, with stunning visuals,
awe-inspiring action sequences, and thought-provoking dialogues that appeal to audiences of
all ages.

The screening of 'Adipurush' left an indelible impact on the students. The visually stunning and
emotionally resonant sequences provided a captivating experience that left the young audience
awestruck. The film's powerful storytelling and its modern interpretation of the mythological tale
invoked a sense of admiration and inspired many students to explore the rich cultural heritage of



India further. Additionally, the interactive sessions helped in cultivating critical thinking, as
students were encouraged to analyze and interpret the underlying messages conveyed through
the movie.
.

The movie screening proved to be an exceptional event that combined entertainment with
education. It not only provided an opportunity for students to enjoy a visually spectacular film but
also allowed them to delve into the world of Indian mythology and explore its timeless tales. The
event successfully ignited the students' curiosity, sparked discussions, and nurtured their love
for storytelling and cultural heritage. Such initiatives play a
pivotal role in shaping young minds and fostering a deeper appreciation for the arts and cultural
traditions.




